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INTRODUCTION

WHY THIS GUIDEBOOK
Power Quality (PQ) is important to many facilities, ranging from those in industries
like semiconductor manufacturing, pharmaceutical and petrochemical processing,
to commercial and communications facilities. For such facilities, a reliable power
supply with the required level of power quality is a prerequisite in assuring
continuous operations as costs of disruptions can be high. With the wide use of
high-tech equipment that are voltage sensitive, power quality has become
increasingly important as momentary voltage dips lasting less than 100msec are
enough to cause disruptions to operations.
Managing power quality has always been a challenge for customers as well as
utilities. While SP PowerGrid will do its best on the network to safeguard power
quality, it is also important that companies consider the use of mitigation devices to
minimise the impact of voltage dips rather than leaving it to chance.
SP PowerGrid has been working together with customers to manage power
quality. This Guidebook is a consolidation of our experiences and understanding of
power quality, gathered from working in close partnership with customers over the
past few years. The Guidebook contains power quality checklists and case studies
that customers can use as reference. Useful links are included to help customers
obtain more information in their specific areas of interest.
We hope our customers will find this Guidebook useful in managing power quality.
We welcome your feedback.
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VARIATIONS THAT CAN AFFECT
FACILITIES

POWER QUALITY VS
POWER RELIABILITY
Although Power Quality and Power Reliability are often interchangeably used,
they are really two separate issues. The simplest definition of power reliability is the
assurance of a continuous supply of electricity for customers at the proper
voltage and frequency or to simply put, 100% power reliability will mean there is
zero power interruption or outage, but we know in reality this is not possible.
Sometimes, reliability is expressed as a number of “nines” of availability. Electric
power companies often have the goal of being 99.9% reliable (three nines). This
translates to about 8.8 hours per year without power. If we could increase the
reliability to five nines (99.999%), the total duration without power would be about
5 minutes per year.
Two most commonly used indices by utility companies to track the number of times
and duration an outage happens is the System Average Interruption Frequency
Index (SAIFI), which measures the average number of interruptions per customer
per year

Total number of customer interruptions
SAIFI =

Total number of customers served

and the System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI), which measures the
average interruption time per customer in minutes per year.

SAIDI =

Sum of all customer interruption durations
Total number of customers served

However, maintaining high electrical reliability performance is not sufficient as the
quality of supply is just as important. For example: A customer may experience
zero outage in a year, but the plant operations may still be affected by supply
quality issues like voltage dip incidents. The effects of poor power quality vary from
localised heating in equipment to major production disruption. With widespread
use of electronic devices in the network which are susceptible to supply quality,
ensuring high quality supply has become critical for the normal operation of these
devices.
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SECTION 2: VARIATIONS THAT CAN AFFECT FACILITIES

In this Guidebook, we are going to take a more comprehensive approach to the
issue of “power quality”.
For all practicable purposes, the definition of a power quality problem should relate
to the impact that a power quality variation has on equipment. To make it as general as
possible, the definition of a power quality problem would be: "Any power problem
manifested in voltage, current, or frequency deviations that result in the failure or
malfunction of end-use electrical equipment.”
Harmonic voltage distortion in your facility is the result from non-linear current
like computer and electronic loads within your premises. This distortion increases
transformer losses and results in overheating leading to premature failures.
Power quality problems may also arise, depending on how equipment reacts to
momentary variations in the electricity supply, like a voltage dip. In Singapore, voltage
dip is defined based on the widely adopted Euroean Norm Standard EN50160 and can
be categorised as the following:
Magnitude: sudden drop in root mean square voltage (Vrms) to >10% of
nominal
Duration: between 10msec to a minute

Figure 2-1 Voltage Dip Profile (RMS Voltage (Per Unit) VS TIme)

These

power

quality

problems

are

highly

dependent

on

the

load

sensitivity characteristics as well as the performance of the power system.
The voltage dip performance of the power system can be affected by faults in
the network or customer installations, cable damage due to earthworks and other
factors. For more details on factors that can cause voltage dip events, please refer
to Section 2: Short-Duration Voltage Variation.
Co-operation and partnership between customer and utility is important in managing
power quality problems. SP PowerGrid provides network performance information
to enable customers to make informed decisions for plant mitigation solutions.
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Some of this information is provided in this Guidebook. With this information,
customers will be able to assess equipment sensitivity and likely problems that
could occur. This might involve monitoring the power quality or conducting
voltage dip testing to determine the response of the equipment. Manufacturers of
equipment will then be able to advise on appropriate mitigation measures for the
equipment to ride through power quality variations.
Most importantly, understanding these power quality issues and their impact is the
first step in improving the performance of facilities and processes.

TRANSMISSION CODE AND POWER QUALITY
REQUIREMENTS IN SINGAPORE
In Singapore, the Energy Market Authority (EMA) has issued the Transmission
Code that Transmission Licensee, Generation Licensees and Connected Persons
have to comply with.
The power quality requirements at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) governed
by the Transmission Code are summarised in Table 2-1. PCC is the point in the
Transmission Licensee’s Transmission and Distribution (T&D) network, electrically
nearest to a Connected Person’s installation, at which other Customers’ loads are, or
may be, connected.

SN

1

2

3

4
5

Power Quality
Requirement

Harmonics

Voltage Fluctuation

Flicker

Maximum Permissible Limit
Description

230V/

6.6 KV/

400V

22 KV

66KV

230KV

400KV

Total Harmonic Voltage
Distortion, VTHD (%)

5

4

3

1.5

1.5

Individual Odd Harmonic (%)

4

3

2

1

1

Individual Even Harmonic (%)

2

2

1

0.5

0.5

Voltage difference from Nominal (%)
for step changes

±3

Short term flicker severity, PST

1.0

0.8

Long term flicker severity, PLT

0.8

0.6

Voltage Imbalance/

Max ratio of negative phase sequence

Unbalance

to positive phase sequence voltage (%)

Voltage Supply

Allowable voltage variation for
transmission and distribution network (%)

1

±6

Table 2-1 Summary of Power Quality Requirements at PCC governed by the Transmission Code
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±6

±6

±6

±5

SECTION 2: VARIATIONS THAT CAN AFFECT FACILITIES

The power quality requirements are applicable for both grid-tied Embedded
Generation (EG) and for grid-tied Distributed Generation (DG). Information on
the additional power quality requirement, Direct Current (DC) injection for DG
connection, is found in Section 2: DC injection.

HARMONIC DISTORTION
The voltage signal at any point within the power system is a sinusoidal waveform
which oscillates at 50Hz. Load equipment is designed to operate from a sinusoidal
voltage source.

PCC
Other Loads

System
Impedance

Sinusoidal
Voltage Source

Distorted
Voltage

Distorted
Current
Non-Linear
Load

Figure 2-2 Illustration of Voltage Distortion at PCC due to Non-Linear Load Figure

Distortion in the voltage can be caused by the characteristics of load equipment on
the system. Some loads (known as non-linear loads) cause distortion in the current
waveform although the voltage waveform supplied to the load is sinusoidal. This
results in voltage distortion at the PCC. The concern about harmonic voltage
distortion levels has grown over the years as more non-linear loads are used or
added to the system.
The most important category of load equipment that causes distortion is power
electronics. This category includes equipment that uses a rectifier or other types of
power electronics devices to condition the power. For example, any device that
converts power from AC to DC falls in this category. The use of power electronics
devices is increasing because of the additional energy efficiencies and flexibility
they offer. Table 2-2 illustrates some typical current waveforms for these non-linear
loads.
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Type of Load

Typical Waveform

Typical Current Distortion

Single-phase power supply
(rectifier with smoothing capacitor)

80% (high 3rd)

Semiconverter

high 2nd, 3rd, 4th at partial loads

6-pulse converter, capacitive
smoothing, no series inductance

80%

6-pulse converter, capacitive
smoothing with series inductance
>3%, or DC drive

40%

6-pulse converter with large inductor
for current smoothing

28%

12-pulse converter

15%

AC voltage regulator

varies with firing angle

Table 2-2 Examples of non-linear loads and their current waveforms extracted from IEC Standard 61000-3-6
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SECTION 2: VARIATIONS THAT CAN AFFECT FACILITIES

Voltage and current waveforms can be represented by a series of sinusoidals
(individual harmonics) summed together, the frequency of which is an integer
multiple of the fundamental frequency, as illustrated in Figure 2-3.

Resultant

Fundamental ( Ih1 )

3rd Harmonic ( Ih3 )

5th Harmonic ( Ih5 )
7th Harmonic ( Ih7 )
9th Harmonic ( Ih9 )
Figure 2-3 Resultant current waveform after summation of individual harmonics

Harmonic distortion levels are characterised by individual harmonic component
magnitudes (e.g. the fifth harmonic current or voltage) and by the total harmonic
distortion (THD) levels. The voltage THD is calculated from the individual
components using the following relationship:

VTHD =

V22 + V 2 + V42 + ...
V12

Where
V1 = fundamental component of voltage
Vn = nth harmonics component of voltage

The main impact of harmonic distortion levels is additional heating in motors,
transformers, and cables. If the voltage distortion levels become high enough,
they can affect sensitive control equipment, especially controls that depend on
the accuracy of the zero crossings of the voltage waveform (timing circuits, phaselocked loops etc).
To avoid voltage distortion problems, limits at different voltage levels at the supply
PCC are specified in the Transmission Code.
Harmonic distortion levels can be a particularly important concern in many
| 8 |

commercial facilities and those housing many computers and communications
equipment (e.g. Data Centres). A very high percentage of the equipment in such
facilities will be harmonic producing equipment, especially equipment with singlephase power supplies. Such equipment will draw current waveforms that are very
distorted.
Figure 2-4 shows an example of the current waveform for a circuit that consists
mostly of personal computer loads. The total distortion in this current is
approximately 80% and is dominated by the third harmonic component. This is
significant because the third harmonic componenet is a zero sequence component,
which means that it adds to the neutral circuits of these facilities rather than
cancelling, as is the case with the fundamental components.
The concern here is that these harmonic currents will cause overloading of the
neutral circuit. They can also cause unacceptable voltage drops due to the high
neutral circuit current.
There are two factors that determine the voltage distortion levels on the power
system:
1. The levels of harmonic currents that are created by loads in the facility or on the
overall power system. Non-linear loads create harmonic distortion through their
normal operation.
2. The impedance of the power supply system. The harmonic currents created by
the non-linear loads flow through the impedance of the power system, resulting
in harmonic voltage distortion.
Voltage distortion levels can become a concern if a significant percentage of the
load is non-linear, or if resonance condition develops.

Figure 2-4 Current waveform for a circuit with personal computer loads.
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Resonance
Resonance conditions of concern are usually associated with the addition of Power
Factor Correction (PFC) capacitors within the facility. PFC capacitors are linear
loads and do not inject harmonic distortion. They may, however, cause parallel
resonance with the inductance of the supply system, resulting in a frequency of
high impedance. This resonant frequency will depend on the size of the capacitor
and the impedance of the supply system (Figure 2-5). The more capacitance
added to the circuit, the lower the resonant frequency. This high impedance point,
coupled with the operation of non-linear loads, can lead to much higher levels of
voltage distortion.

Resonant frequency f

=

=

1

Where
= angular frequency
= inductance
= capacitance

An example of resonance as a function of the size of the PFC capacitor supplied with a
1,500kVA transformer is illustrated in Figure 2-6. The resonance is characterised as
the magnification of harmonic currents from a non-linear load like adjustablespeed motor drives. The concern for harmonic distortion occurs if the resonance
occurs near the fifth or seventh harmonic components because these are usually
the most important components in typical load currents.

Figure 2-5 Illustration of the circuit that results when you add PFC capacitors and the possible impact due
to resonance

If the harmonic voltage distortion levels are a concern, or if the harmonic current
levels are high enough to cause heating of transformers or overloading of neutral
circuits, it would be necessary to implement some type of harmonic control within
the facility. This is usually done by applying passive filters that provide a low
impedance path for the harmonic currents.
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Figure 2-6 Resonance characteristic as a function of the PFC capacitor size for a facility supplied through a
1,500kVA transformer

Active filters are alternatives that can be very attractive because they can be applied
directly at the equipment that creates the harmonic currents in the first place. More
information on these devices can be found on websites listed in Appendix C.

VOLTAGE FLUCTUATIONS AND FLICKER
Voltage fluctuations and flicker are closely related to each other. Voltage
fluctuations can be described as repetitive or irregular variations of the peak
magnitude and RMS of the voltage waveforms mainly due to rapidly changing
loads. Examples of such loads can be EG or DG connected to the grid. If we were to
connect the peak to peak magnitude of the fluctuating voltage waveform, we
would form a voltage envelope as shown in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-7 Terminal voltage waveform caused by a fluctuating load
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There are two important parameters governing voltage fluctuations: the RMS
voltage and frequency of the voltage envelope. As stated in the Transmission
Code, the magnitude of the voltage fluctuation at the PCC caused by the
installations of the connected person shall not exceed ±3% of the nominal (RMS)
voltage as shown in Figure 2-8.

Figure 2-8 RMS volatage fluctuatiosn caused by load variations

On the other hand, the frequency of the voltage envelope will determine the
frequency of the flicker and can result in a flicker in lighting. These fluctuations are
caused mainly by load variations. Flicker is seldom a concern for electronic
equipment. The very small voltage fluctuations that can be noticed as flicker in
lighting are usually well within the tolerance of electronic equipment. However, the
light fluctuations can be annoying and measures may be necessary to control the
voltage variations caused by load variations. Hence flicker can be defined as the
level of annoyance of the light intensity fluctuation to the human eye as caused by
loads that change with time.
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) has developed a standardised
approach for characterising flicker (specified in IEC Standard 61000-4-15). The
standard describes a flicker meter that should be used to characterise the flicker
levels. The flicker meter provides a measure of the short-term flicker severity (Pst)
and the long-term flicker severity (Plt). Pst values are provided every 10 mins and the
Plt values are calculated based on 12 successive Pst values (2hrs).
The concept of Pst can be understood better by relating it to a fixed voltage
fluctuations that occurs repeatedly. A curve can be drawn (Figure 2-9) that shows the
level of voltage fluctuation that will result in a Pst value of 1.0 as a function of how often
the fluctuation occurs.
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Figure 2-9 illustrates that very small voltage fluctuations (about 0.3%) can cause
noticeable light flicker (Pst = 1.0 means that 50% of people should be able to notice
flicker of a 60W incandescent light bulb) if they are in a particular frequency range
(approximately 10Hz). If the voltage fluctuations are less frequent, then higher
magnitudes are acceptable. Note that the curves are different for 120V and 230V
systems due to different characteristics of lighting at these different voltages

Figure 2-9 Curve illustrating voltage fluctuation magnitude and rate of occurrence that will result in a Pst
value of 1.0

Flicker can be caused by any load that changes with time. Flicker problems are
often associated with large, dynamic loads, like arc furnaces. However, flicker can
also be caused by welders, elevators, chillers, pumps, shredders, and any other
load that is switched on and off “rapidly and continuously”.

VOLTAGE UNBALANCE
Voltage unbalance is a description of the variation in the voltage between the three
phases. It is described in terms of the symmetrical components of the three-phase
voltage. The important definition is the ratio of the negative sequence voltage to the
positive sequence voltage because this quantity represents the impact of the
unbalance on three-phase motors. The negative sequence component in the
voltage causes torque in the motor that results in additional heating. If the
unbalanced voltages are high, the motor can fail.
Unbalance can be characterised by a trend of the unbalance magnitude in percent
vs. time. Figure 2-10 illustrates the trending plotting approach.
In Singapore, the limit on the voltage unbalance at the PCC specified in the
Transmission Code is 1%.
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Figure 2-10 Example of voltage unbalance trending

DC INJECTION
The rising trend of inverter-based DG installations in Singapore, especially renewable
type like grid-tied Photovoltaic (PV) and Fuel Cell (FC), give rise to a growing
concern of DC injection into the network by inverters without output
transformers and inverters with high frequency transformers. Transformer-less
inverters are becoming increasingly popular due to their small size and high
efficiency.
DC injection into the network can cause saturation and increased losses in the
network transformer, which can result in overheating and lifetime reduction. There is
also possible impact on protection relay and metering operation.
Though the DC injection from a single inverter is small, typically in the range of tens
of mA, the accumulated DC injection can potentially cause problems in areas with
high concentration of DG connections. Therefore, SP PowerGrid stipulates that the
accumulative DC injection per phase should not exceed 20mA at the PCC.
To comply with grid requirements, customer can install isolation transformer or DC
injection detection devices that can turn the inverter off when DC injection exceeds
the setting.

VOLTAGE DIP DISTURBANCES
The quality of voltage is influenced by network characteristics and structure. The
preventive maintenance and condition monitoring of electrical installations further
enhance the power quality of the grid. A replacement program should also be set
in place to annually review the lifetime of such electrical installations.
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However, the desired power quality cannot be achieved by the transmission
licensee alone as there are also voltage disturbances that are caused by accidental
faults and by the network users themselves, both upstream and downstream.
Indeed, the electrical installations of connected network users locally affect the
voltage quality by how they draw the current from the system (harmonic distortion,
transient behavior and loading pattern).
As fault is inherent in the power network, its occurrences can be minimised but not
eliminated. So, to minimise the impact of voltage dips, companies can consider the
use of mitigation devices or enhance the design of their equipment and network to
ride through these events.
In summary, power quality is a collaborative management between the regulatory
body, the transmission licensee, connected end-users, as well as the equipment
manufacturers.

POWER QUALITY VARIATIONS
There are many events that can cause power quality variations. The use of many
confusing terms to describe the different types of power quality variations only
makes matters worse. Terms like “glitches”, “bumps”, “power spikes”, and “power
surges” have been used over the years by industries to describe the power system
phenomenon thought to be responsible for equipment malfunction, failure, or
damage. These terms contribute little to diagnosing and resolving the real problem.
Terminology to describe power quality variations was standardised by both Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and IEC. Table 2-3 summarises the
important categories of power quality variations along with typical causes of these
variations, methods of characterising the events, and solutions that ensure such
variations do not shut down operations.
Use of standardised terminology for power quality variations can facilitate common
understanding among different interested parties. The following pages describe
each of these power quality variations.
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Examples of Waveshapes
or RMS Variations

Power Quality
Variation Category

Interruptions

Method of
Characterising

Typical Causes

Mitigation
Solution Options

System Protection
(Breakers, fuses),
maintenance

Uninterruptible,
Power Supply (UPS)
backup generators,
energy storage
technologies

Remote system
faults

UPS, ferroresonant
transformers, dip
correctors, energy
storage
technologies

Duration
Typical duration:
> 1min

Dips/ Swells

Root mean square
(rms) vs time,
magnitude, duration
Typical duration:
10ms – 1min
Magniture change:
> 10%

Undervoltages
/ Overvoltages

Rms vs. time,
statistics

Motor starting,
load variations

Ferroresonant
transformers,
voltage regulators

Impulsive
Transients

Peak magnitude,
rise time, duration

Lightning,
electrostatic
discharge, load
switching, capacitor
switching

Isolation
transformers,
surge arresters,
filters

Typical duration:
< 10ms
Oscillatory
Transients

Waveforms, peak
magnitude,
frequency
components

Cable switching,
capcitor switching

Isolation
transformers, surge
arresters, filters

Harmonic
Distortion

Harmonic spectrum,
total harmonic
distortion (THD),
time trends, statistics

Non-linear loads,
system resonance

Filters (active or
passive),
transformers
(cancellation of zero
sequence
components)

Voltage Flicker

Variation
magnitudes,
frequency of
occurrence,
modulation
frequency

Intermittent loads,
motor starting, arc
furnaces, welders,
elevators

Static var systems

Table 2-3: Summary of power quality variations, their characteristics, causes and solutions
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Short-Duration Voltage Variations (Voltage Dips)
This is the most important type of power quality variation experienced by customers
with sensitive process equipment.
Voltage dips are typically caused by short circuits in the power system. A short
circuit could be caused by failure of a particular equipment (e.g. transformer,
switchgear or cable) or by the influence of a third party (e.g. digging into an
energised cable during earthworks).
The short circuit causes high currents to flow in the power system and depressed
voltage over a wide area of the system until protective equipment clear the fault
condition. The duration of a voltage dip is determined by the circuit breaker operating
time, the type of protection system used (e.g. main or back-up protection), and the
system recovery time. In general, the duration of voltage dips in Singapore lies
within the 10msec to one-second range at the 22kV level.

Figure 2-11 Example of a voltage waveform at a customerfacility during a remote fault on the power
system

The IEC Standard 61000-2-2 states the following: "On cable networks, the latest
information indicates that an individual user of electricity connected at low voltage
may be subjected to voltage dips occurring at a rate which extends from around
10 per year to about 100 per year, depending on local conditions."
The important characteristics of voltage dip are the voltage magnitude (the minimum
voltage magnitude during the event) and the duration of the event (the duration that
the voltage is below 90% of nominal). These characteristics of voltage dips can be
recorded for each event, and the performance over a period of time can be
summarised with a chart of all the events.
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Figure 2-12 Characterising the waveform in Figure 2-11 as the rms voltage vs time

A common way of presenting this information is a scatter chart of (Figure 2-13) the
magnitude and duration of each event plotted along with a typical curve describing
Information Technology Industry (ITI) Council. However, a more widely adopted
curve will be the Semiconductor Equipment and Materials International (SEMI)
Standard F47, described in Section 3.
Many factors can affect the characteristics of individual voltage dip events. Some of
the important factors include:
Fault location
The severity of a voltage dip experienced by a particular customer is dependent
on where the short circuit occurs on the power system, relative to the customer’s
facility.

Transformer connections
Most short circuits do not have an impact on all three phases (see Figure 2-14).
The connections of transformers or their vector groups can have an impact on
the propagation of voltage dips from one voltage level to another, affecting the
characteristics at the actual equipment level.

The operation of system protection equipment
The protection equipment is designed to detect the short circuit as quickly as
possible and isolate the fault from the power system. Its operation can affect the
duration of a voltage dip.
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Figure 2-13 Example of voltage dip performance over a period of time summarised as a
scatter chart of individual events plotted along with the ITI Curve

Figure 2-14 Example of voltage dip event caused by a two-phase fault condition on the power system

Faults on the power system are not the only cause of voltage dips. Voltage dips can
occur whenever a large motor, if not properly controlled, is started within a
facility. Sometimes, these voltage dips can affect other sensitive equipment within
the facility. In such cases, it may be necessary to provide a separate supply for the
large motors so that they do not affect other equipment in the facility.
Protection of equipment that is sensitive to voltage dips should start with protection of
control circuits and other low power devices that may be sensitive. This can be
accomplished with a variety of power conditioning equipment ranging from
Constant Voltage Transformers (CVT) (also known as ferroresonant transformers) to
UPS. Sections 3 and 4 describe the different types of power conditioning
equipment that can be used.
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Long-Duration Voltage Variations (Voltage Regulation)
Long-duration voltage variations involve variations in the fundamental frequency
rms voltage that last usually for more than one minute. These variations are
characterised as undervoltages or overvoltages. Both are corrected as part of the
normal voltage regulation at a facility.

Figure 2-15 Example of characterising long-term voltage variations with a trend of the rms voltage magnitude
vs time

Long-duration voltage variations are typically caused by normal daily load
variations. These variations can be identified by monitoring the rms voltage profiles
over an extended period of time, e.g. 24 hours. Most end-user equipment are
not sensitive to voltage variations that are within reasonable limits (e.g. ±10%).
Figure 2-15 shows an example of a voltage profile plotted over time to illustrate the
normal voltage variations.
Many techniques are used on the supply system to ensure that normal load
variations on the system do not cause unacceptable voltage variations. These
techniques include:
on-load voltage tap changers at substation transformers to continually adjust the
bus voltage to account for load variations throughout the system; and
shunt reactors to adjust for the reactive power requirements of individual loads
or components of the power system (such as cable capacitance).
International standards (such as IEC Standard 61000-2-2 which specifies compatibility
levels for all types of power quality variations) specify levels of voltage variations that
can be expected. In Singapore, the standard level of voltage regulation that can be
expected at distribution voltage is 6% of the nominal voltage.
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Transients
The term transient normally refers to fast changes in the system voltage or current.
Transients are disturbances, unlike steady state variations such as harmonic
distortion or voltage unbalance. Transients are characterised by peak magnitude,
rate of rise, or change in the waveform. Transients can be divided into two subcategories, impulsive transients and oscillatory transients, depending on the
characteristics.
Impulsive transients are sudden changes in the voltage or current that go only in
one direction (unidirectional). They are typically characterised by the rise and
decay times, and peak amplitude. A 1.2 50 sec 2,000V impulsive transient rises to its
peak value of 2,000V in 1.2 sec and decays to half its peak value in 50 sec. Lightning
is the most common cause of impulsive transients on power systems. The
standard test waves used to test equipment for their ability to withstand
transient overvoltage are patterned after a lightning surge waveform (Figure 2-16).
The waveform has a rise time of 1.2µsec and the time it takes to decay to half the
peak value is 50µsec (1.2 x 50µsec test wave). The magnitude is shown in per unit
where 1 per unit is the peak value of the waveform.

Figure 2-16 Transient test waveform used to test equipment transient withstand capacity

Oscillatory transients are disturbances to the power system characterised by an
oscillation in the voltage or current. Most transients on the power system and
within facilities are oscillatory in nature. This is because cable circuits, inductances,
and capacitances of the power system cause oscillations whenever there is a
sudden change in conditions.
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Oscillatory transients can occur due to cable energising, capacitor switching
(Figure 2-17), and load switching. These are often high-frequency transients. They
can be controlled with surge suppressors that limit the peak magnitude (e.g. metal
oxide varistors) and control the rate of rise (e.g. filter capactors).
Standards define the test waveforms that are used to test equipment on their
transient withstand characteristics and also help describe the different kinds of
transients that can be expected in different environments.

Figure 2-17 Example of transient voltage waveform caused by energising a capacitor bank

IEEE Standard C 62.41 and C 62.45 consist of a number of different parts that
specify the expected environment, test waves for evaluating equipment
characteristics, and recommendations for transient protection.
IEC

Standard 61000-4-5 is compatible with the IEEE standards and

provides

guidelines for testing equipment transient withstand capability.

Many transient problems involve facility grounding and interaction with
communications systems, such as local area networks or process controls.
Transients get into the ground system through the action of surge suppressors
or wiring problems. The transient voltages can be coupled into communications
systems where low transient magnitudes can cause a malfunction or component
failure. A useful reference on grounding issues for sensitive equipment is IEEE
Standard 1100 (Emerald Book).
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WIRING AND GROUNDING ISSUES
Many power quality problems can be related to wiring and grounding characteristics.
Insufficient neutral conductors to handle neutral currents caused by electronic loads
and long cable runs can result in voltage regulation problems. A few other
common problems associated with facility wiring and grounding systems are
mentioned here.
The most important characteristic of a grounding system is to ensure human
safety. This means that there must be a ground reference throughout the facility
that is solidly connected to the electrical ground and the associated ground.
This entire system is referred to as the “grounding electrode system”. It includes the
ground wires, the building steel, any facility ground grids (such as a concreteencased grounding electrode system), and ground rods. For equipment
performance, it is important this entire system is interconnected to provide the
best possible equipotential reference for all equipment connected to it.
A basic principle of the electrical system design is that load currents should not flow
in the ground system. Load currents flow in the phase conductors and the neutral
conductor, but not in the ground system. Load currents flowing in the ground
system are the result of ground loops. Ground loops can occur if there is more than
one connection between the neutral conductor and the ground conductor within
the system (Figure 2-18). This makes the ground system a parallel path for load
currents, and would have an important impact on the facility. The ground currents
can also flow in the facility network and communications cables, causing significant
interference problems and may cause equipment failure. There should only be one
neutral-to-ground connection at the supply unless an isolation transformer is used to
create a “separately-derived system”. The load return current is shown in red. It
should flow only in the neutral circuit, not the ground circuit.

Figure 2-18 Example of a ground loop problem caused by a neutral-to-ground connection at a sub-panel
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A good way to check is to measure the level of current in the ground wires at
panels. The level of current should be normally zero. Very small amounts of current
in the ground system may be present because of leakage in surge suppressors and
capacitors that may be connected between phase and ground.
The location of large current carrying conductors in a facility can also be an
issue. The current flowing in these conductors results in magnetic fields that
can cause problems with computer monitors and other loads. If equipment
sensitive to magnetic fields are located close to these conductors, interference can
occur. Special shielding can be used but it is difficult to block off magnetic fields
completely. The first check is to ensure that ground current is not causing the
problem as this is the most common cause of magnetic field problems. Otherwise, it
may be necessary to shift the sensitive equipment away or install special shielding.
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3

POWER QUALITY PERFORMANCE
AND EQUIPMENT SENSITIVITY

DEFINING VOLTAGE DIP INDICES
As manufacturing processes continue to become increasingly automated and the
equipment used in these processes become more sensitive to momentary
variations in the power supply, measurement of the power system performance in
terms of power quality has become important.
To many customers, the most important power quality variations are voltage dips
that result from faults on the power system as these voltage dips have an impact on
the processes in the same manner as an interruption that lasts many minutes.
An index, called System Average RMS (Variation) Frequency Index (SARFI), was
developed to describe voltage dip performance. This index represents the
average number of voltage dips experienced by a customer each year with a

SARFI is used to assess the system performance with respect to voltage dips. The
inclusion of the index threshold value, for instance SARFI-70, provides a means
for assessing dips of varying severity. The index can be further refined to include
both magnitude and duration for more sophisticated applications.

SARFIx =

i
T

Where
x = % of remaining rms voltage of nominal
number of customers experiencing short-duration voltage variations with
i
magnitudes >x% (for x>100) or <x% (for x<100) due to measurement event i
= total number of system customers
T
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Voltage dips represent the most important power quality variation affecting
industrial and commercial customers. SARFI has become a very important
consideration for many process industry customers because the indices
represent events that may affect their critical processes. Hence, customers
should consider the impact of voltage dips as part of the economic evaluation of
plant reliability, and design their plant to conform to established voltage dip ridethrough capability curve described below, to avoid loss of production or
functionality of other plant processes.

DETERMINING EQUIPMENT SENSITIVITY TO VOLTAGE
DIPS
Which SARFI should we calculate to describe the performance of the power
system? Selection of these indices should be based on the sensitivity of the
equipment that can be affected by voltage dip events. This is usually the key
element to look into when investigating voltage dip problems in a facility.
SP PowerGrid has the capability and knowledge to carry out voltage sensitivity
testing of plant equipment (see Figure 3-1). More information can be obtained at
www.singaporepower.com.sg/irj/portal/sppowergrid.

Figure 3-1 Voltage dip testing to ascertain the ride-through performance of equipment and testing results
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ITI CURVE
ITI Council has developed a recommended capability curve for single-phase
data processing equipment. It is an update to the curve developed previously by
Computer Business Equipment Manufacturers Association (CBEMA) that appears
in IEEE Standard 446 (Orange Book). These curves apply to single-phase equipment
operating at 120V. However, they have been referenced for many other types of
equipment worldwide. The updated curve is illustrated in Figure 3-2.
This curve shows that equipment should ride through short-duration voltage dips
(dips lasting for less than 0.5 seconds) if the minimum voltage is greater than
70%.

Figure 3-2 Curve defining the voltage dip ride-through design goals for manufacturers of information
technology equipment which applies to single phase 120/240V equipment (ITI curve)

SEMI STANDARD F47
The SEMI organization represents manufacturers of semiconductor chips. The
industry has developed guidelines for the voltage dip ride-through characteristics
for their processing tools used within their facilities.
In developing this ride-through specification, SEMI evaluated disturbances at
semiconductor manufacturing facilities around the world and found that there were
a significant number of voltage dips where the minimum voltage was less than the
70% specified on the ITI curve.
The ITI ride-through specification was modified so that equipment should be able to
handle voltage dips with a minimum voltage down to 50% as long as the voltage
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dips last less than 200msec. This duration was selected because most faults
(especially faults on transmission lines and cables) are cleared in less than
200msec. Voltage dip below the SEMI F47 curve (Figure 3-3) can still cause misoperation of process and equipment. Therefore, implementation of SEMI F47
guidelines does not guarantee full immunity against all dip disturbances.

Figure 3-3 Recommended semiconductor equipment voltage dip ride-through capability curve (SEMI
Standard F47-0706)

Although the standard is not mandatory, it is a good reference for ride-through
capability. Purchasing equipment with ride-through characteristics which best
serve the facility for the manufacturing process will help mitigate the impact of
voltage dips.

ACTUAL EQUIPMENT SENSITIVITY CHARACTERISTICS
Actual equipment characteristics may vary considerably from the characteristics
provided in generic standards. Equipment that is already in use might not
have been designed along these standards. Unless voltage dip ride-through
exhibit a wide range of sensitivity levels across the equipment.
Figure 3-4 illustrates the ride-through characteristics of some equipment tested by SP
PowerGrid for voltage sensitivity analysis. These curves provide an indication of the
range of sensitivity levels that can be encountered. More information on other
devices and controls can be found in the IEEE Standard 1346.
The examples illustrate different sensitivities of the equipment in the process. Hence,
it is important to understand the expected power system performance to facilitate
evaluation of equipment performance for a range of voltage dip characteristics.
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Figure 3-4 Voltage dip ride-through curves of some equipment

MAKING USE OF SARFI MAP
Power quality monitoring data that describe voltage dip performance at strategic
22kV sites are available from SP PowerGrid. It should be noted that the dip
magnitude experienced by sensitive equipment in the plant connected at low
voltage could be different from those that are connected at medium voltage.
The expected performance is expressed in terms of the SARFI level. The estimates for
average voltage dip performance are summarised in Figure 3-5. The SARFI levels
shown in the figure are SARFI-70, SARFI-80, and SARFI-90. They provide a range of
performance levels for comparison with sensitivity characteristics for equipment in
the facility.

Figure 3-5 Voltage dip performance in Singapore at 22kV level
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The information in Figure 3-5 is the average performance across the network. The
performance estimates have also been broken down by geographical regions.
The result is a "SARFI Map" of Singapore. This is presented in Figure 3-6 for
illustration.

Figure 3-6 22kV SARFI Map

SARFI-70 counts the number of times the system voltage drops below 70% of
nominal voltage. For example, the average number of dips with retained voltage at
less than 70% of nominal voltage was 1.4 at Region 15 in Year 2014. Based on the
sensitivity of their equipment, investors may wish to consider using the SARFI Map to
make a decision on which geographical region to locate their facilities, as well as to
evaluate the need for power conditioning equipment.

GUIDELINES TO MITIGATING VOLTAGE DIPS
In any supply system, voltage dip cannot be eliminated but its impact can be
reduced. Customers can make informed decision to minimise the effect on their
plant operations by implementing dip mitigation devices or solutions. Process or
equipment that is sensitive to voltage dips can be mitigated at the individual
equipment level, by protecting groups of equipment, or with protection at the
plant power supply intake. It is usually more cost-effective to identify specific
equipment that need to be protected from voltage dips and design protection for
them.
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Here are some general guidelines for the designing of voltage dip protection for
individual equipment:

1. Identify and prioritise equipment sensitivity

2. Determine if the equipment failure root cause is
external or internal

3. Approach OEM to find out voltage dip
ride-through settings or protection options

4. Evaluate protection options for important or
sensitive equipment

5. Apply larger scale ride-through technologies
when necessary

Figure 3-7 Flow chart for guidelines to protect equipment from voltage dips

1.

Identify and prioritise equipment sensitivity
Get an estimate of equipment sensitivity to voltage dips by monitoring the
power quality at the facility and correlate the impact on equipment with
disturbances that occur. Develop a priority list to address the problem based
on the importance of the equipment being affected and the sensitivity of the
equipment.

2.

Determine if the equipment failure root cause is external or internal
Determine whether the equipment is being affected by external controls and
protection, or if the equipment is being affected directly. For instance, motors
often trip because the control contactor is sensitive to voltage dips, rather
than the motor itself. In this case, protect the controls with a ride-through
technology like CVTs or Dynamic Sag Correctors (DySC) etc. However, a total
study has to be made, for example the impact on the incoming supply relay
setting and power equipment when the supply voltage recovers and causes
high current to be drawn. Examples of devices that can offer mitigation
solutions are featured in Figure 3-8. More information on the devices can be
found on websites listed in Appendix C.
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3.

Approach Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) to find out voltage dip ride-

through settings or protection options
Talk to the manufacturer about the sensitivity of the equipment to determine

there

is a setting in the controls or protection that can be modified toimprove the ride
through for voltage dips. Adding a slight delay to the operation of protection
could possibly help the device ride through events that would otherwise affect the
equipment.
4.

Evaluate protection options for important or sensitive equipment

Evaluate protection options for individual loads or groups of loads that are highly
vulnerable or sensitive to voltage dips. These should receive the highest priority
in improving overall performance in the facility.
5.

Apply larger scale ride-through technologies when necessary

If a group of loads in the facilitiy require protection or if it is difficult to modify the
protection controls, installation of larger-scale ride-through technologies like large
uninterruptible power supply (UPS), dynamic voltage restorers/ regulators
(DVRs), or other large energy storage technologies can be considered at the
upstream distribution board that provides supply to this group of loads.
Deciding on the optimum and cost effective investment to protect plant operations
during voltage dips is an economic issue. The objective is to minimise the total
costs associated with voltage dips and their impact on operations. The costs
include:
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1.

Cost of Disruptions: The cost due to the impact of voltage dip events on the
facility operation (e.g. lost production, damaged equipment, increased
labour, scrap, lost sales etc).

2.

C ost to improve PQ: The cost of implementing solutions to improve
performance (initial cost of the mitigation solution, maintenance costs, costs
of operation etc).

Figure 3-9 best illustrates these two costs. The optimal PQ is at the point where
these two curves meet. Achieving this optimum point will mean expecting a lower
cost of disruptions without having to incur a high cost in the implementation
of power quality mitigation solutions.

Figure 3-9 Determining optimal PQ point from "Cost of disruptions" and "Cost to improve PQ" curves
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GENERAL APPROACHES IN FIXING
POWER QUALITY PROBLEMS

WHAT BEST SUITS YOUR NEEDS
From a top-level persepective, the impact of power quality issues on a specific
facility is a function of three factors. They are:
1. Power requirements of the equipment, process, or facility in question;
2. Characteristics of the power supplied; and
3. Cost in economic terms of events or instances resulting from mismatches or
disparities between the above (1 and 2).
In circumstances where all the requirements of the equipment are met by the
incoming power supply, there is no impact on the bottom line. If the power
requirements of the equipment are not completely met by the characteristics of
the power supplied, there will be events or situations where productivity is
negatively affected, with a resulting economic cost. The total cost is dependent on
the number of times such events occur. This can be determined, at least
statistically, by a comparison of power supply characteristics and equipment
requirements, as described in the previous section.

SOLUTION PROCESS
The complex nature of the phenomena and the large number of variables that
come into play in the solution of a specific problem can be a challenge. Lessons
learned from numerous demonstration projects and case studies conducted
throughout the world have shown that the following are fundamental steps for
optimised, cost-effective solutions to power quality problems.
Not every step is necessarily mandatory or even applicable in every case.
Sometimes the correct solution is obvious, based on previous experience, and
much of the effort to identify and characterise the problem can be bypassed. The
procedure outlined does, however, illustrate the breadth and depth of knowledge
required for an optimum cost-effective solution.
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Description

Explanation

Method

1

Identify Problem
Category

Power quality variations
• Voltage Dip/Interruption
• Voltage Unbalance
• Harmonic Distortion
• Voltage Fluctuation/Flicker
• Transients

Identify the nature of electrical
disturbances affecting
equipment
process

2

Characterise Problem

Analysis/
Data
Collection

Step

Causes

Determine whethere the causes
are external or internal

Characteristics

Identify the characteristics of equipment
failures (e.g. auto-restart, shutdown,
malfunction)

Equipment Impact

Calculate or project the economic impact

3

Identify Equipment
Sensitivity

Identify critical process equipment and
systems requiring hardening

Classify equipment/process into 3
categories: continuous, automatic restart,
manual intervention

4

Identify Solution
Implemntation
Level

Power quality solution implementation
level:
Incoming Supply Intake
Distribution Panel Level
Equipment Supply Level
Equipment Controls Level
Equipment Specifications

Identify the appropriate intake level for
ride through to determine the rating of
power quality solution (refer to Figure 4-1)

5

Identify and
Evaluate Solutions

Equipment specifications for
power quality solutions:
Surge Suppressors
Voltage Regulators
Power Conditioners
UPS
Generators
Harmonic Filters

Select candidate mitigation
technologies based on the nature of
electrical disturbances

6

Determine the
Optimum Solution

Find the optimum power quality point
(refer to Figure 3-8)

Select appropriate solutions based on
technical evaluation and cost-benefit
analysis, and perform voltage dip
simulation testing if applicable

7

Implement the
Solution

Design solution applications

Specify and procure the solution product,
and implement at a wider scale on similar
equipment or process if applicable

Table 4-1 Methodology for identification and characterisation of power quality problems and potential solutions for implementation

SOLVING POWER QUALITY PROBLEMS
The "best" power quality solutions are often site-specific and potentially unique to the affected plant or
process. Most problems involving one of the aforementioned power quality phenomena are difficult
to resolve with off-the-shelf solutions, except for instances where the load is small in size and has
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limited or no interaction with other process equipment. However, most real
problems involve a range of equipment that are interconnected in some manner to
constitute a process.
In applying a solution, it is necessary to not only determine what type of technology,
but also where it should be applied, at what size, and to which portions of the
overall process. Sometimes, determining what needs to be protected is a difficult
challenge in itself.
The financial objective in solving power quality problems is to obtain an acceptable
return on investment or meet certain payback criteria, in which case first-cost of
products chosen for the solution is a critical factor.
First-cost is a function of the electrical size or rating of the chosen solution.
While there is a certain economy of scale, even in power quality improvement
equipment, a linear portion of the cost curve is quickly reached as the size of the
loads to be protected becomes substantial.
Figure 4-1 illustrates the trade-off associated with finding the best solution for a
power quality problem. The easiest solutions involve protecting large groups of
loads, but they can be expensive. Somehow, an optimum solution needs to be
found between extensive investigations and applying traditional solutions for
groups of loads.

Option 1: Incoming Supply Intake
Medium-voltage UPS, DVR etc (Support
entire plant)
Option 2: Distribution Panel Level
Dynamic UPS, MegaDySc, DynaCom etc
(Support entire process line)
Option 3: Equipment Supply Level
UPS, ProDySC, VDC etc (Support each
sub process)
Option 4: Equipment Controls Level
UPS, MiniDySc, DPI, Coil Lock, CVT, MLP
etc (Support controls)
Option 5: Equipment Specifications
Specify the equipment voltage dip
ride-through requirement as part of the
procurement specifications.

Figure 4-1 Power quality mitigation options
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Option 1: Incoming Supply Intake
At the supply intake level in Figure 4-1, power quality mitigation solutions – such as
medium-voltage UPS, DVRs etc - can provide protection for the entire plant. Mediumvoltage devices do not come cheap because of the high component cost of
medium-voltage equipment such as the switchgear and transformer. It generally
overprotects the plant, protecting both sensitive and non-sensitive loads. The other
major consideration would be the footprint requirement of these devices. But the
solution is neat – a one-off connection. However, the solution only protects against
dips originating from the supply network but not for those occurring inside the plant.
Option 2: Distribution Panel Level
Large UPS and MegaDySc are examples of low-voltage mitigating devices that can
be applied at the main distribution panel level.
Option 3: Equipment Supply Level
At the equipment supply level or sub-distribution board, power quality solutions
such as medium size UPS, ProDySc and Voltage Dip Compensator (VDC) are some of
the voltage mitigating devices available.
Option 4: Equipment Control Level
For protection at the equipment control level, significant engineering effort is
required, availability of the equipment engineering drawing is necessary, and
seeking advice from equipment manufacturers would be ideal, and at times
necessary, to achieve the best solution for the voltage-sensitive equipment.
Power quality solutions such as MiniDySc, Dip Proofing Inverter (DPI), Momentary
Line-Drop Protector (MLP), CVT and Coil Lock are some of the voltage mitigating
devices available.
Option 5: Equipment Specifications
Finally, power quality solutions can also be embedded in the equipment at
the procurement stage. Customers can specify upfront that the ride-through
performance requirement be complaint to their specific needs or to an industry
standard, e.g. SEMI F47. Procurement specifications shift some of the burden to the
vendors and OEMs, relieving customers of the effort of bringing plant power quality
up to the level required by the process equipment after installation.
The important point here is that the required equipment immunity to power quality
variations should be specified upfront and addressed at an early stage. This will at
least alert equipment manufacturers to the importance of the issue and lead
them to develop options for equipment with improved immunity characteristics
that facility designers can consider.
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POWER QUALITY MONITORING

UNDERSTANDING POWER QUALITY
AT FACILITY LEVEL
As power quality is critical to voltage-sensitive facilities, monitoring of power
quality levels on a continuous basis is recommended. Monitoring is an effective way
for such facilities to detect, minimise, and even prevent problems on both utility
and facility power systems. Not only can a monitoring system provide information
about system disturbance events and their possible causes, it can be used to
identify conditions which may cause problems in the future.
The monitoring system should be able to accurately characterise power quality at
the facility. Characterising events that could result in the disruption of facility
operations is particularly important. Some facilities can get by with portable
power quality monitoring equipment to investigate particular problems that arise.

OBJECTIVES OF MONITORING
Monitoring systems for high reliability facilities have a number of important
objectives:
1 Continuously evaluate the supply system for disturbances and power quality
variations that could disrupt operations or affect the operation of power
conditioning equipment.
2 Document the performance of power conditioning equipment, such as series
compensators or UPS. This includes documentation of performance during
normal system conditions as well as during system disturbances.
3 Evaluate power quality characteristics of equipment within the facility.
Important examples include harmonic interaction between loads and power
conditioning equipment; in-rush characteristics for loads (such as compressor
motors) that can affect backup generator operation; transients associated
with switching events within the facility; or the response of equipment to
voltage dips from the power system.
4 Document disturbances and power system conditions for any event that
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actually disrupts operation. These events require quick evaluation and
may require design changes to avoid similar problems in the future. Full
characterisation of the problem is essential for evaluation.
5 Document actual energy use for the different parts of the facility. This will help
allocate costs and provide improved information for facility designs in the
future.
The monitoring system must be designed to accomplish all these objectives and it
must make the information available in a convenient form, and in a timely
manner. This means a permanently installed monitoring system with automatic
collection of information on steady state power quality conditions and energy
use as well as disturbances.

MONITORING EQUIPMENT
The full range of power quality variations is of importance to high reliability
facilities. Thus, the power quality monitoring system should be able to characterise
performance for the full range of characteristics. Table 5-1 summarises the
requirements of monitoring equipment for different types of power quality
variations.
Steady state power quality (voltage regulation, unbalance, and harmonics) is
characterised using time trends and statistical distributions, while disturbances
(transients, voltage dips, and interruptions) are characterised with detailed
information about the individual events as well as summaries over time.

Type of Power
Quality Variation
Voltage
regulation and
unbalance

Harmonic distortion
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Requirements for Monitoring
3-phase voltages
RMS magnitudes
Continous monitoring with periodic
max/min/avg samples
Currents for response of equipment
3-phase voltages and currents
waveform characteristics
128 samples per cycle minimum
Synchronised sampling of all voltages
and currents
Configurable sampling characteristics

Analysis and Display Requirements
Trending

Individual waveforms and fast fourier
transform
Trends of harmonic levels (THD and
individual harmonics)
Evaluation of neutral conductor
loading issues
Evaluation with respect to standards
(e.g. IEEE 519, EN 50160 etc)
Evaluation of trends to indicate
equipment problems

Type of Power
Quality Variation
Voltage dips, swells,
and short-duration
interruptions

Transients

Requirements for Monitoring

Analysis and Display Requirements

3-phase voltages and currents for
each event that is captured
Configurable thresholds for triggering
events
Characteristics of events with actual
voltage and current waveforms, as
well as RMS vs time plots
Minimum of 128 samples per cycle

Waveform plots and RMS vs time
plots wit pre- and post- event
information included
Evaluation of cause of each event
(fault upstream or downstream
from the monitoring)

3-phase voltages and currents with
complete waveforms
Minimum of 128 samples per cycle for
events from the power supply system
Configurable thresholds for triggering
Triggering based on waveform
variations, not just peak voltage

Waveform plots
Evaluation of event causes (e.g.
switching upstream or downstream
from monitor)
Correlation of events with switching
operations

Voltages and currents to evaluate
load-interaction issues
Magniture duration plots
superimposed with equipment
ride-through characteristics (e.g.
ITI curve or SEMI F47 curve).
Evaluation of power conditioning
equipment performance during
events

Table 5-1 Monitoring equipment requirements for different types of power quality variations

Events should be characterised with complete voltage and current waveform
information to evaluate interaction issues and the response of equipment that
may be sensitive to variations in the voltage. The information recorded at PCC
should also be evaluated to ensure that they do not exceed the limits in Table
2-1.
Some monitoring equipment used in industries are shown in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1 Examples of monitors for fixed and portable applications
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POWER QUALITY MONITORING SYSTEMS
Permanent power quality monitoring systems are designed to help in proactively
identifying and addressing conditions and events that may cause problems.
Characterising harmonic distortion levels as the facility loads grow can help identify
conditions that may be a problem for facility wiring, the UPS system or backup
generators.
Identification of disturbance characteristics associated with motor starting or other
load switching may be critical in evaluating equipment ratings and protection
requirements for facility loads.
Changes in important characteristics, such as voltage unbalance, voltage
regulation, harmonics or transients, can be an indication of a problem that needs to
be addressed, and the monitoring system should be set up to trigger an alarm
when such significant changes occur.
If a problem does occur, complete documentation of the conditions associated
with the problem is required. Was there an interruption, or a voltage dip? What was
the response of the power conditioning equipment? What was the response of the
actual load equipment? Was there interaction between the loads and the system?
Monitoring systems can combine power quality monitoring with facility energy
monitoring on a real-time basis. Access to the information should be user-friendly so
that personnel do not require extensive training on how to use the system
software and set up the monitors.

SELECTING MONITORING LOCATIONS
The selection of monitoring locations depends on the facility design, critical loads,
power conditioning equipment and the specific objectives of the monitoring. As a
minimum, monitoring should include the power supply locations and outputs of
power conditioning equipment. If there are redundant or backup supplies, each
feed should be monitored. More extensive monitoring could be carried out to
include critical loads, such as clean room air-conditioning, critical tools,
communications equipment etc.
When solving particular equipment problems, it may be important to monitor as
close to the sensitive equipment as possible. Voltage variation characteristics may
vary significantly at different locations within the facility.
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DATA COLLECTION AND DISTURBANCE LOGS
The monitoring requirements depend on the particular problem being experienced.
For instance, problems that are caused by voltage dips could require monitoring for a
significant length of time because system faults are rare. However, if the problem
involves switching transients, it may be possible to characterise the conditions
over a couple of days. Harmonic distortion problems should be characterised over a
period of at least one week to get an accurate profile (see Figure 5-2) of how the
harmonics vary with load cycle changes.
It is very important to maintain a log detailing equipment problems for correlation
with power quality measurements (see Table 5-2). The log should also indicate
any major changes in the system configuration that were implemented during the
measurement period, circuit configurations, load changes, equipment additions etc.
There will also be many disturbances recorded that do not result in any direct
impact on equipment. It is important to distinguish these disturbances from the
events that actually cause problems.

Figure 5-2 Typical logging of harmonics over a period of more than one week
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DISTURBANCE FORM
Date of Disturbance
Time of Disturbance
Company
Address
Contact Name
Phone
Brief Description of Disturbance

Equipment Category
Manufacturers
Cost of Equipment Failure
Cost of Downtime

Table 5-2 Example of a disturbance recording form used to track equipment problems for correlation
with measurements

SETTING MONITORING THRESHOLDS
Disturbance monitors are designed to detect conditions that are abnormal. Thus, it is
necessary to define the range of conditions that are considered normal. Some
disturbance monitors have pre-selected (default) thresholds that can be used as a
starting point.
The best approach in selecting thresholds is to match them with the specifications of
the equipment that is affected. This may not always be possible due to a lack of
specifications or application guidelines. An alternative approach is to set the
thresholds fairly tight for a period of time (collect a lot of disturbance data) and
then use the data collected to select appropriate thresholds for longer duration
monitoring.

MONITORING SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
The configuration complexity of a monitoring system depends primarily on the
number of instruments used to acquire information and the number of people
who need to use it.
The simplest monitoring system could be a self-contained circuit monitor or
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power profiling device built into a sensitive load. However, the real value of a
monitoring system is the automatic downloading of data from the measuring
instruments.
Sometimes a single computing workstation can fulfil that task by using an Ethernet
port to communicate with a number of monitors. Two-way communication between
the workstation and the monitors is becoming more and more important. The
workstation’s programming can instruct it to regularly poll its remote monitors, or
the instruments themselves can send an alarm to the workstation when a
significant event occurs.
Alternatively, a complete monitoring system should fully utilise the networking
infrastructure in your facility. Data can also be downloaded from monitoring
instruments by way of broadband (cable system) modems, Intranet connections etc.
Upon downloading important data, a notification application can automatically send
email or SMS messages to facilities personnel. Anyone with access to the data
through an Ethernet connection can use workstation applications to analyse the
database of collected information.
Another option for data access is to use a standard web browser to query a
database server over a corporate Intranet.

Figure 5-3 Example of a central system infrastructure to support a power quality monitoring system
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SECTION 5: POWER QUALITY MONITORING

DATA ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION
Modern monitoring systems collect detailed information about a wide variety of
disturbances. It is important that this information is collated and summarised for
ease of analysis, as well as to evaluate the possible impact of the disturbances on
operations and to assess long-term trends in the power quality characteristics.
Figure 5-4 illustrates different data presentation formats used in summarising
power quality performance. These will be a function of the system software that is
used with the overall monitoring system.

Figure 5-4 Examples of power quality reporting formats for power quality variations
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USING THE INTRANET TO SIMPLIFY POWER QUALITY
MONITORING
Why make power quality information accessible over Intranet? Basically, the
reason is that many parts of the operations may be affected by power quality
problems. The more people that have access to the information, the more likely it
will be that effective solutions can be identified quickly. Evaluation of power quality
characteristics (e.g. voltage dip or harmonics) over time can be used to characterise
equipment sensitivity and interaction issues between the equipment and the
system.

ALARMING
Facility engineers may not want to log on and check the power quality
characteristics every day. A much more efficient way to structure the system
involves sending out an email or SMS when there is a disturbance that could be of
concern. Then the engineer can log on to the monitoring system and check out
the disturbance to see if it is a potential problem.

SUMMARY
Power quality monitoring is a useful tool which can be an integral part of the
design for high reliability facilities. The monitoring characterises the performance of
the supply system and the performance of power conditioning equipment at the
facility, including possible interaction issues with facility loads. Advanced data
analysis functions and alarms make these systems more valuable, and provide
convenient access to the information.
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APPENDIX A

CHECKLIST FOR POWER QUALITY CONSIDERATIONS

This checklist is to help you to take into
account key power quality considerations in
the design and operation of facilities. It is not
exhaustive. Other engineering aspects such
as earthing and transients considerations
should be factored into the design as well.

DESIGN AND LAYOUT OF THE ELECTRICAL
SYSTEM
• Are critical and sensitive loads segregated from
other major loads in the facility?
• Is there space for possible power
conditioning equipment to provide ridethrough support and signal conditioning for
critical loads?
• Are neutral conductors in three phase circuits

into the supply system.
• Transient withstand capabilities for equipment
• Harmonic distortion immunity for equipment

HARMONIC CONTROL AND POWER FACTOR
CORRECTION
• What are the harmonic producing characteristics
of loads in the facility (office equipment, VSDs,
equipment with electronic power supplies)?
• What filtering or harmonic control is included in
the equipment design?
What is the expected power factor for overall
facility loads?
• Will power factor correction result in harmonic
distortion problems due to resonance? If so,
make sure the power factor correction is

that supply single-phase loads rated for high

implemented as harmonic filters to provide both

neutral currents caused by harmonic loading?

power factor correction and harmonic control.

• Are neutral conductors in three phase circuits
that supply single-phase loads rated for high
neutral currents caused by harmonic loading?
• Are transformers rated for harmoic loading
associated with electronic loads and Variable
Speed Drives (VSD)?
• Is power factor correction within the facility

• Is additional harmonic control needed for the
facility?
• Are active filters an option for harmonic control?

RIDE-THROUGH CAPABILITY FOR
DISTURBANCES
• What is the expected performance of the

coordinated with the harmonic characteristics

supply system for voltage dips and

of loads within the facility?

interruptions (reliability)?

EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
• Voltage dip-ride-through specifications for
critical equipment
• Harmonic generation characteristics for
computers and office loads (consider
application of harmonic limits specified in the
standards)
• Harmonic generation characteristics for large
harmonic producing loads (VSDs and other
equipment with electronic supplies). These
limits should be coordinated with power factor
correction and overall concerns for harmonics
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within the facility and harmonics injected

• Is additional ride-through support for critical
loads needed?
• What are the costs of disruptions that are
caused by voltage dips and momentary
interruptions?
• What options are available to improve the ride
through of critical equipment?
• What other factors should be considered in
evaluating the economics of alternatives (space
requirements, support available, future
equipment plans etc)?

provide power conditioning equipment and

the same bus. Concerns for both harmonic

what equipment provides the most economical

resonances

approach?

switching transients should be evaluated.

magnification

of

capacitor

The equipment should be installed with

VOLTAGE REGULATION AND FLICKER
Are there any motors or loads that would
cause voltage variations greater than 3% when
they are switched (e.g. chiller motors)? If so,
consider soft start technologies or other means of
limiting the voltage variations that could affect
other equipment in the facility.

sufficient line reactance (on the alternating
current side, or on the direct current bus) to
provide immunity from switching transients. A
3% input choke is normally sufficient for this
purpose

as

long

as

there

are

no

low-

voltage PFC capacitors that could magnify the
transient.

Are loads that cause significant voltage
variations supplied separately from loads that
could be affected by voltage variations (e.g.
elevator loads or welding loads should be
supplied separately from loads that require
relatively constant voltages)?

If phase controlled rectifiers are used at the frontend of the device, isolation reactance or
transformers should be included to minimise
voltage notching impact on other equipment.
For very large drives, the notching impact on the
distribution system should also be evaluated.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
FOR VSDS AND OTHER
ELECTROTECHNOLOGIES

The application of the equipment should not
cause the overall facility harmonic voltage
distortion levels at low voltage to exceed 5%

Discuss power quality issues with equipment

total harmonic distortion. If it is anticipated

suppliers

that the facility voltage distortion levels will

before

finalising

procurement

documents
Automatic restarting or voltage dip ride-through
capability

should

be

considered

for

those

installations where tripping of the drive or other
electrotechnology equipment will have economic
consequences. Not only does the motor drive or
electrotechnology equipment need to be protected,
but the control system relays and programmable logic
controller need to be protected as well
The equipment manufacturer should be
consulted if there are PFC capacitors on
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and

be excessive, harmonic control technologies
(e.g. 12-pulse rectifiers, harmonic filters, active
filters)

should

be

co-ordinated

equipment in the facility.

with

other

APPENDIX B

CASE STUDIES ON POWER QUALITY

CASE STUDY 1: UPS ALARM

Electrical Engineer and review the transformer tap

Environment

for the affected load. The customer may also want to

Applications for UPS are commonly found in

review the operation pattern of the plant. There

customers’

bring

could have been some changes in the load pattern

centres,

involving the removal of big loads at certain

equipment

periods of the day resulting in the overvoltage

reliability

plants.
and

The

device

functionality

telecommunications

centres,

to

helps

to

data

medical

and industrial plants etc.

phenomenon.

Problem
The UPS installed in the customer’s premises in the
computer room was triggering more often than usual.
It typically occurred around the early hours of the day
and during weekends. The UPS had been installed
for a period of time, but the phenomenon only
exhibited recently. During this same period, there
was no failure or event originating from the utility
end.

Measurements

CASE STUDY 2: EXHAUST AIR FANS

Power quality monitors were installed at the panel

Environment

switchboard serving the computer room and also at

Exhaust air fans (EAF) are commonly used in many

the utility supply intake. Trending data recorded

high-tech manufacturing plants with a controlled

revealed that at the utility end, the supply was

indoor environment or a clean room. They would

normal within the voltage regulation 6%.

have to operate continuously without fail to maintain a
controlled environment in the clean room.

At the panel switchboard, it was noted that the
UPS was experiencing an overvoltage problem as

These fans are usually driven by VSDs to provide for

shown in the trending profile. The recorded events

optimal air flow, soft starting and over-speed

also matched the triggering of the UPS observed by

capability.

the customer during the monitoring period. Further
discussion with the UPS manufacturer confirmed that

VSDs allow the EAFs to operate in a wide range of

the triggering of the UPS was expected. When the

speeds compared to the motor's fixed speed. A

threshold overvoltage setting of the UPS was

customer noticed that the pressure monitored by the

exceeded, the UPS would start to regulate the

EAF's

output voltages.

According to the specifications, the air pressure of the

sensor

had

fallen

below

specifications.

EAF must not fall to zero as it could disrupt the

Possible Solutions

production process.

Adjust the threshold setting of the UPS to the next
higher level that is acceptable by the equipment, if

Problem

available. Alternatively, consult the plant’s Licensed

Investigations revealed that the pressure drop was
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The chiller consists of a compressor, condenser,
cooler, and modern state-of-the-art microcomputer
vairable flow control. The control monitors
system operation, and is programmed by users to
suit job specifications.

Problem
A customer reported the failure of their chiller when a
voltage dip occurred in the supply. Investigations
due to a voltage dip in the supply. The VSD was set

revealed that the failure could be caused by the

to restart itself automatically when the VSD stopped

drop out of relays in the control circuit of the chiller

during a voltage dip. Voltage dip tests were

system during the voltage dip. The relays were for

conducted jointly with the customer to explore

the condenser pump motor starters. It was noted

whether a change in the VSD settings could have

that the control board in the microcomputer also

prevented the drop in air pressure.

had an auxiliary relay, which could also be a weak
link when the voltage dip occurred.

Solution
Voltage dip tests were conducted and the EAF air

Solution

pressure was monitored at the plant’s Facility

Voltage dip tests were conducted on the contol

Management Control System. When the VSD was set

circuit together with the microprocessor in the

to auto-restart, it was observed that the air pressure

circuit. It failed when the voltage dipped by

monitored dropped to zero. However when the VSD

about 30%. A voltage dip mitigation device was

setting was changed to flying-restart, a pressure drop

subsequently installed and tests were carried out at

was also observed but the pressure did not drop to

different dip magnitudes and duration to assess the

zero. A change in the VSD setting enabled the EAF to

effectiveness of the solution. The protected circuit

maintain the pressure drop to whithin specification.

was

able

successfully.

CASE STUDY 3: CHILLERS
Environment
Chillers are one of the most common equipment
used

in

high-tech

industries,

such

as

the

semiconductor industry, to supply chilled air to the
clean room and chilled water to the process. If the
chiller fails, operations will be disrupted due to loss of
process cooling water. Thus, it is critical that
chillers operate continuously, without fail.
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to

ride

through

all

the

dip

tests

APPENDIX C

WHERE TO GET MORE INFORMATION

This section provides links to additional information on power quality concerns
and solutions. Good resources include manufacturers of power quality mitigation
equipment, monitoring equipment, and standards organisations.
This is not meant to be a comprehensive list.

ORGANISATIONS
Organisation

Website

EMA

www.ema.gov.sg

SPRING
IEEE

www.ieee.org

IEE

www.iee.org

IEC

www.iec.ch

CIGRE

www.cigre.org

CIRED

www.cired.be

SEMI

www.semi.org

ITI

www.itic.org

MONITORING EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS
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Company

Website

Dranetz

www.dranetz.com

Elspec

www.elspec-ltd.com

Hioki

www.hioki.com

Power Standards Lab

www.powerstandards.com

Qualitrol

www.qualitrolcorp.com

Satec

www.satec-global.com

Schneider Electric

www.schneider-electric.com

SEL

www.selinc.com

Siemens

www.siemens.com

Unipower

www.unipower.se

POWER QUALITY MIGRATION EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER
PQ Mitigation Options
S/N

Company Name

Company Website

1

ABB

www.abb.com

2

Active Power

www.activepower.com

3

Allen Bradley
(by Rockwell Automation)

ab.rockwellautomation.com

4

American Superconductor

www.amsc.com

5

Ametek Solid State Controls

www.solidstatecontrolsinc.com

7

Bonitron

www.bonitron.com

8

Controlled Power

www.controlledpwr.com

9

Emerson Industrial Automation

www.emersonindustrial.com

10

Hitzinger

www.hitzinger.at

11

Maxwell Technologies

www.maxwell.com

12

Mirus International

www.mirusinternational.com

13

Piller Power Systems

www.piller.com

14

Precise Power Corporation

www.written-pole.com

15

PowerSmiths

www.powersmiths.com

16

S & C Switchgear

www.sandc.com

17

Schneider Electric

www.schneider-electric.com

18

Teal Electronics

www.teal.com

19

Thomas & Betts (by ABB)

www.tnbpowersolutions.com

20

Toshiba International Corporation

www.toshiba.com/tic

21

Tripplite

www.tripplite.com
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Regulator

Harmonic
Filter

Static
Transfer
Switch

Motor
Starters
and Relays

Surge
Protector

UPS
Rotary

Static

APPENDIX D
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LIST OF ACRONYMS

CBEMA

Computer Business Equipment Manufacturers Association

DC

Direct Current

DG

Distributed Generation

DPI

Dip Proofing Inverter

DVR

Dynamic Voltage Restorer/Regulator

DySC

Dynamic Sag Corrector

EAF

Exhaust Air Fan

EG

Embedded Generation

EMA

Energy Market Authority

EN

European Norm

FC

Fuel Cell

IEC

International Electrotechnical Commission

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

ITI

Information Technology Industry

MLP

Momentary Line-Drop Protector

OEM

Original Equipment Manufacturer

PCC

Point of Common Coupling

PFC

Power Factor Correction

PV

Photovoltaic

RMS

Root Mean Square

SAIDI

System Average Interruption Duration Index

SAIFI

System Average Interruption Frequency Index

SARFI

System Average RMS (Variation) Frequency Index

SEMI

Semiconductor Equipment and Materials International

T&D

Transmission and Distribution

THD

Total Harmonic Distortion

UPS

Uninterruptible Power Supply

VDC

Voltage Dip Compensator

VSD

Variable Speed Drive
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